Role of Cdx-2 in insulin and proglucagon gene expression: a study using the RIN-1056A cell line with an inducible gene expression system
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Abstract

Although the homeobox gene Cdx-2 was initially isolated from the pancreatic β cell line HIT-T15, no examination of its role in regulating endogenous insulin gene expression has been reported. To explore further the role of Cdx-2 in regulating both insulin and proglucagon gene expression, we established an ecdysone-inducible Cdx-2 expression system. This report describes a study using the rat insulinoma cell line RIN-1056A, which abundantly expresses both insulin and proglucagon (glu), and relatively high amounts of endogenous Cdx-2. Following the introduction of the inducible Cdx-2 expression system into this cell line and the antibiotic selection procedure, we obtained novel cell lines that displayed dramatically reduced expression of endogenous Cdx-2, in the absence of the inducer. These novel cell lines did not express detectable amounts of glu mRNA or the glucagon hormone, while their insulin expression was not substantially affected. In the presence of the inducer, however, transfected Cdx-2 expression was dramatically increased, accompanied by stimulation of endogenous Cdx-2 expression. More importantly, activated Cdx-2 expression was accompanied by elevated insulin mRNA expression, and insulin synthesis. Cdx-2 bound to the insulin gene promoter enhancer elements, and stimulated the expression of a luciferase reporter gene driven by these enhancer elements. Furthermore, Cdx-2 and insulin gene expressions in the wild-type RIN-1056A cells were stimulated by forskolin treatment, and forskolin-mediated activation on insulin gene expression was attenuated in the absence of Cdx-2. We suggest that Cdx-2 may mediate the second messenger cAMP in regulating insulin gene transcription.
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Introduction

Pancreatic islets consist of three major types of endocrine cells, synthesizing three different peptide hormones that are important in blood glucose homeostasis. These include glucagon-producing α cells, insulin-producing β cells and somatostatin-producing δ cells. Many cell type specific transcription factors, including a number of homeodomain (HD) proteins, were found to regulate the genesis of these hormone-producing cells, as well as the expression of correspondent peptide hormone-encoding genes. Some transcription factors have been found to regulate more than one hormone-encoding gene. For example, Pdx-1 is expressed in both β and δ cells in pancreatic islets and in duodenal cells, and regulates the expression of both insulin and somatostatin genes (Leonard et al. 1993, Ohlsson et al. 1993, Miller et al. 1994, Lu et al. 1996). Pax-6 is probably involved in regulating the expression of genes that encode insulin, glucagon and somatostatin respectively (Sander et al. 1997, St-Onge et al. 1997, Andersen et al. 1999, Hussain & Habener 1999).

The caudal homeobox gene Cdx-2 was demonstrated to be a transactivator for the proglucagon gene (glu) (Jin & Drucker 1996, Laser et al. 1996, Jin et al. 1997, Hussain & Habener 1999). Cdx-2 binds to the GC subelement of the Gl enhancer in the rat glu promoter, and stimulates its activity (Jin & Drucker 1996). Stably overexpressing Cdx-2 was also found to enhance endogenous glu mRNA expression in the pancreatic α cell line, InR1-G9 (Jin et al. 1997). The hamster Cdx-2 cDNA (Cdx-3), however, was first isolated from a pancreatic β cell line HIT-T15 by German et al. in 1992. Although German et al. (1992) have demonstrated the activation of a fusion promoter containing the FLAT element of the rat insulin I gene promoter by Cdx-2 cDNA transfection, no studies have been conducted examining the role of Cdx-2 in regulating insulin, glucagon and somatostatin respectively (Sander et al. 1997, St-Onge et al. 1997, Andersen et al. 1999, Hussain & Habener 1999).
endogenous insulin mRNA expression and insulin synthesis.

To clarify the role of Cdx-2 in regulating both glu and insulin gene expression, and the genesis of the hormone-producing cells, we established an ecdysone-inducible Cdx-2 gene expression system. In this report, we show the effect of Cdx-2 overexpression on insulin gene expression and insulin synthesis in the rat insulinoma cell line RIN-1056A. This cell line highly expresses both insulin and glu mRNA and the correspondent peptide hormones. We accidentally isolated novel cell lines that express extremely low levels of endogenous Cdx-2 and glucagon in the absence of the inducer. Induced exogenous Cdx-2 expression in these novel cell lines, however, was found to stimulate the expression of insulin mRNA and the synthesis of insulin.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Tissue culture medium and serum, and oligonucleotides were purchased from Invitrogen Life Technology (Burlington, Ontario, Canada). Radioisotopes were obtained from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (Baie d’Urfe, Quebec, Canada). Ponasterone A and other reagents for the ecdysone-inducible gene expression system were also purchased from Invitrogen Life Technology. Forskolin, dideoxyforskolin and 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, Ontario, Canada).

Plasmids

Hamster Cdx-2 cDNA expression plasmid was originally provided by Dr German (German et al. 1992). A BamHI restriction site at the 5’ end and an EcoRI restriction site at the 3’ end were generated by a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) procedure, using the vent polymerase (New England Biolabs, Pickering, Ontario, Canada). The Cdx-2 coding sequence was then inserted into the Pind vector, and treated with BamHI and EcoRI restriction. The new plasmid generated is designated as Pind-Cdx-2. FLATI-TK-LUC and FLATII-TK-LUC are fusion gene plasmids generated in this study, in which the expression of the luciferase (LUC) fusion gene is driven by the thymidine kinase (TK) promoter, linked with one copy of the FLAT element from either rat insulin I or rat insulin II gene. The parental TK-LUC has been utilized and described in our previous studies (Jin & Drucker 1996, Wang et al. 2003).

Cell culture, transient transfection and LUC reporter gene analysis

The hamster pancreatic A cell line InR1-G9, the rat insulinoma cell line RIN-1056A (and its derivatives) and the hamster kidney fibroblast cell line BHK were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), supplemented with appropriate serum, as described previously (Drucker et al. 1994, Jin & Drucker 1995). BHK cells were transfected by calcium phosphate precipitation. The RIN-1056A cell line was transfected by a procedure using LipofectAMINE, purchased from Invitrogen Life Technology. Cells were harvested for LUC reporter gene analysis, 20 h after the transfection procedure (Jin & Drucker 1996).

Establishment of the inducible Cdx-2 gene expression cell line

The wild-type RIN-1056A cell line was transfected with both Pind-Cdx-2 and pVgRXR plasmids. The latter encodes the ecdysone receptor VgEcR and the retinoid X receptor RXR. In the presence of the inducer ponasterone A (Pon A, final concentration 5 µM), these receptors will bind to a hybrid ecdysone response element (E/GRE), located on the Pind vector in which Cdx-2 cDNA was inserted. After the antibiotics selection procedure, the obtained cell culture is designated as RIN-Cdx-Pool. Twenty individual clones were then isolated by the cloning ring method (Jin et al. 1997).

Northern blot analysis

Total cellular RNA was extracted with the TRIZol reagent purchased from Invitrogen Life Technology, according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The method of Northern blot analysis was previously described (Jin et al. 1997).

Western blot analysis

The rabbit polyclonal antibody against the carboxyl-terminal portion of hamster Cdx-2 (amino acids 260–313) was generated in our previous studies (Xu et al. 1999). For Western blot analysis, whole-cell lysate containing approximately 50 µg proteins from each of the cultivated cell lines was size-fractionated by 10% SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Cdx-2 immunoreactive protein was detected with an ECL Western blot analysis system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with the peroxidase-linked, antirabbit immunoglobulin as the second antibody (Jin et al. 1999). Antiactin antibody was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich.

GST-fusion protein

The generation of GST-Cdx-2 fusion protein has been described previously (Xu et al. 1999). Briefly, full-length hamster Cdx-2 cDNA was inserted into a pGEX plasmid (pGEX4T-2, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). After
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Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

Nuclear protein extraction from the cultivated cell lines was done as described by Schreiber et al. (1989). EMSA using either nuclear extract or GST-Cdx-2 fusion protein was performed as described previously (Xu et al. 1999). The DNA sequence (top strain only) for the GC element of the rat glu gene promoter was as follows: 5′-ATTCCA TATTGTCAGCGTAATATCTG-3′; FLAT elements in the rat insulin I and insulin II gene promoters were as follows: 5′-CCCTTTGTTAATAATCTAATTACCCT AGGTCTA-3′ (FLAT I) and 5′-CCCTCTTCTAAAGA CTCTAATTACCCTAAGGCTA-3′ (FLAT II).

Immunostaining

The subconfluent RIN-1056A cell line and its derivatives grown on glass cover slips were rinsed once with PBS and fixed with paraformaldehyde (3-7% in PBS) and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100. After they were washed with PBS containing 100 mM glycine for 10 min, cells were incubated with PBS containing 5% goat serum and 1% BSA for 60 min to block nonspecific binding sites. Antibodies against insulin or glucagon (1:500, DakoCytomation, Ontario, Canada) were added to the cells and left overnight at 4°C. After washing out of excessive primary antibodies, cells were incubated with Cy3-conjugated goat antirabbit immunoglobulin (lgG) (1:500; 30 min, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA, USA), and the immunofluorescence was visualized with a Leica TCS 4D laser confocal fluorescence microscope.

RIA for measuring insulin and glucagon

The wild-type RIN-1056 cell line and its derivatives were grown in 24-well plates with 85–90% confluence. Insulin and glucagon content within the cells, treated or not treated with the inducer Pon A, was measured by RIA using the kits purchased from Linco Research (St Louis, MO, USA) (Wang & Brubaker 2002).

Results

Establishment of the Cdx-2 gene-inducible expression system in RIN-1056A cell line

To initiate the examination of whether Cdx-2 regulates endogenous insulin gene expression, we chose the rat insulinoma cell line RIN-1056A for the ecdysone-inducible gene expression system. This cell line was originally isolated from a radiation-induced pancreatic islet cell tumor (Chick et al. 1977, Gazdar et al. 1980, Brasier et al. 1986, Philippe et al. 1987, Tucker et al. 1996). This cell line abundantly expresses both glu and insulin gene mRNAs (Brasier et al. 1986). The initial purpose of using this cell line was to use the glu gene as an internal control, because it has been previously demonstrated that endogenous glu mRNA expression is activated by over-expressing Cdx-2 in the pancreatic α cell line InR1-G9 (Jin et al. 1997). However, after the stable transfection and the antibiotic selection procedure, the isolated cells (designated as RIN-Cdx-Pool) substantially lost the expression of the glu mRNA (see below for detail). As shown in Fig. 1A, the RIN-Cdx-Pool cells also lost the expression of endogenous Cdx-2 protein in the absence of the inducer (lane 2), while the expression of Cdx-2 protein in the wild-type RIN 1056A cell line was very abundant (lane 1). After the addition of the inducer, Cdx-2 protein expression appeared at 4 h, and reached a maximum at 8 or 12 h. Figure 1A shows the result of a representative experiment. In this specific experiment, the induced expression of Cdx-2 mRNA was seen at 4 h (lane 3), and reached a maximum at 12 h (lane 5). Figure 1B shows induced Cdx-2 mRNA expression in RIN-Cdx-Pool. Induced Cdx-2 mRNA expression was accompanied by increased insulin mRNA expression at 12 and 24 h in this representative experiment. After 48 h, Cdx-2 mRNA expression decreased, accompanied by a fall in insulin mRNA expression to below the level of untreated cells. Figure 1C shows that when the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line was examined, the addition of the inducer generated no notable effect on the expression of endogenous Cdx-2, insulin or glu mRNA. Therefore, it is unlikely that the effect on Cdx-2 and insulin mRNA expression observed in Fig. 1B in the RIN-Cdx-Pool is a nonspecific effect mediated by the inducer itself.

Induced Cdx-2 and insulin gene expression in selected RIN-Cdx clones

Twenty individual clones were then isolated from the RIN-Cdx-Pool. The glu mRNA expression could not be detected in all these clones by Northern blot analysis. Among these 20 clones, five showed substantial responses to 12-h treatment with the inducer in Cdx-2 mRNA expression. Further studies were then conducted with two of these positive clones, designated as RIN-Cdx-C13 and RIN-Cdx-C14. As shown in Fig. 2, although the parental RIN-1056A cell line expresses endogenous Cdx-2, endogenous Cdx-2 expression in two novel clones is undetectable by Northern blotting. These two clones do express Cdx-2 mRNA, as detected by RT-PCR (data not shown). Compared with the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line, these two clones expressed no detectable amount of
Figure 1 Establishment of the Cdx-2 inducible expression system in the RIN-1056A cell line. (A) Western blotting shows inducible Cdx-2 protein expression. RIN-Cdx-Pool was grown in the absence or presence of 5 μM Pon A for 4, 8, 12, 24 and 48 h. Approximately 50 μg total proteins were utilized in Western blotting to examine Cdx-2 protein expression. The same membrane was stripped, followed by hybridization with an anti-β-actin antibody (Actin, loading control). WT: wild-type RIN-1056A cell line. (B) Northern blotting shows induced Cdx-2 mRNA expression. RIN-Cdx-Pool was grown in the absence or presence of 5 μM Pon A for 4, 8, 12, 24 and 48 h. Approximately 10 μg total RNA was utilized in Northern blotting to examine exogenous Cdx-2 mRNA expression (Cdx-2 (Exo)). The same membrane was stripped, followed by hybridization with the insulin probe (Ins), and the 18-ribosome RNA probe (18S). (C) Northern blotting shows no significant effect of Pon A on Cdx-2, insulin or glu gene expression in the wild-type RIN-1056A cells. The wild-type RIN 1056A cell line was grown in the absence or presence of 5 μM Pon A for 4, 12, 24 and 48 h. Approximately 10 μg total RNA were applied in Northern blotting to examine endogenous Cdx-2 mRNA expression (Cdx-2 (Endo)). The same membrane was stripped, followed by hybridization with the insulin probe (Ins), proglucagon probe (Glu) and the 18-ribosome RNA probe (18S).
glu mRNA by Northern blotting (see Fig. 4). Exogenous Cdx-2 mRNA (smaller than the endogenous Cdx-2 transcript due to its shorter 3′-untranslated region) expression was found to be rapidly and markedly induced after 4-h Pon A treatment (lanes 4 and 5 for RIN-Cdx-C13, and lanes 10 and 11 for RIN-Cdx-C14). At 12 h, exogenous Cdx-2 expression dropped, and at 24 and 48 h, its expression is below the detection level. Induced exogenous Cdx-2 expression was associated with enhanced insulin mRNA expression in both RIN-Cdx-C13 and RIN-Cdx-C14 cell lines (Fig. 2). We observed that at 4 and 8 h after the Pon A treatment, endogenous Cdx-2 expression appeared in both cell lines (lanes 4 and 5 for RIN-Cdx-C13, and lanes 10 and 11 for RIN-Cdx-C14). Cdx-2 expression was found to be rapidly and markedly induced after 4-h Pon A treatment (lanes 4 and 5 for RIN-Cdx-C13, and lanes 10 and 11 for RIN-Cdx-C14). At 12 h, exogenous Cdx-2 expression dropped, and at 24 and 48 h, its expression is below the detection level. Induced exogenous Cdx-2 expression was associated with enhanced insulin mRNA expression in both RIN-Cdx-C13 and RIN-Cdx-C14 cell lines (Fig. 2). We observed that at 4 and 8 h after the Pon A treatment, endogenous Cdx-2 expression appeared in both cell lines (lanes 4 and 5, and lanes 10 and 11), suggesting that exogenous Cdx-2 may activate endogenous Cdx-2 mRNA expression. We noticed that the expression of tubulin mRNA was also activated after the induction procedure. The mouse 18S RNA probe was then utilized in the Northern blotting as the loading control (Fig. 2).

**Induced insulin synthesis**

We then examined whether insulin synthesis in the novel RIN-1056A cell lines could be activated by induced Cdx-2 expression. Representative data are shown in Fig. 3. Treating the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line with Pon A generated no significant effect on insulin content in the cell lysates. However, when the RIN-Cdx-C14 clone was examined, insulin content increased significantly after 4- and 8-h Pon A treatment.

**Lack of glu expression in the new RIN-1056 A cell lines**

As shown in Fig. 4A, RIN-Cdx-Pool, RIN-Cdx-C13 and RIN-Cdx-C14 expressed no detectable glu mRNA in the absence of the inducer. In contrast, glu mRNA was abundantly expressed in the pancreatic InR1-G9 and the wild-type RIN-1056A cell lines. Our speculative explanation of the loss of Cdx-2 and glu expression in these new cell lines is presented in the Discussion section. Fig. 4B shows the detection of glucagon hormone by RIA in both the hamster pancreatic α cell line InR1-G9 and the parental RIN-1056A cell line. The two novel RIN-1056A cell lines, however, do not express glucagon. In addition, we could not detect glucagon in the medium in either the parental RIN 1056A cell line or the two novel clones, and lowering the glucose concentration generated no substantial effect on glucagon content in the wild-type...
RIN-1056A cell line, as consistent with a previous report (Poitout et al. 1996). Figure 4C shows the results of immunostaining for the detection of insulin and glucagon in the absence of the inducer. Insulin was abundantly expressed in both the parental RIN-1056A cell line, and in the two novel cell clones. Glucagon expression, however, was substantially reduced in both RIN-Cdx-C13 and RIN-Cdx-C14 cell clones.

Binding of Cdx-2 protein to the FLAT elements of the insulin gene promoters

Hamster Cdx-2 was isolated from an insulinoma cell line cDNA expression library, using the rat insulin I gene FLAT element as the probe (German et al. 1992). A similar, but not identical FLAT element is also located on the rat insulin II gene promoter. We conducted EMSA, using both the Cdx-2-GST fusion protein and the nuclear extract from the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line, against the oligonucleotide probes designated as FLAT I and FLAT II (see Materials and methods section for their DNA sequences). As shown in Fig. 5A, Cdx-2-GST-fusion protein forms two complexes (designated as C1 and C2) with $^{32}$P-dCTP-labeled FLAT I or FLAT II probes. This result is similar to our previous observation that Cdx-2-GST forms two complexes with an enhancer element of the mouse Cdx-2 promoter (Xu et al. 1999), and the GC element of rat glu promoter (unpublished data of Liu, Zhao, Branch and Jin). Figure 5A also shows that the formation of these two complexes could be inhibited by unlabeled FLAT I, FLAT II or GC probes. Furthermore, anti-Cdx-2 antibody inhibited the formation of the two complexes and generated ‘super-shifted’ complexes. Figure 5B shows that nuclear extract from the wild-type RIN-1056A cells forms four DNA-protein complexes, under our experimental conditions, with the FLAT I probe (lane 1). The unlabeled FLAT I or FLAT II probe was found to compete effectively the formation of all the four complexes, indicating the similar binding capability of these two enhancer elements (lanes 2 and 3). The GC subelement of the rat glu gene promoter G1 enhancer has been demonstrated previously by several groups to bind to Cdx-2 (Jin & Drucker 1996, Laser et al. 1996, Hussain & Habener 1999). The addition of unlabeled GC probe did not affect the formation of the three major complexes, C1, C2 and C4 (lanes 4 and 5). However, the formation of the C3 complex was abolished (lanes 4 and 5), indicating that C3 may contain Cdx-2. Lane 6 shows that preincubation of the nuclear extract with the anti-Cdx-2 antibody
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Figure 3 The effect of induced Cdx-2 expression on insulin hormone synthesis. The RIN-Cdx-C14 cell line and the parental wild-type RIN-1056A cell line were grown in the absence or presence of 5 µM Pon A for 4 and 8 h. Insulin content in cell lysates was measured by RIA. *$P<0.05$ as reported by Student’s $t$-test, and NS (not significant). $n=4$. 
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prevented the formation of the C3 complex, and generated a super-shifted complex. Lane 7 shows that an unrelated antibody generated no such effects. Taken together, these observations indicate that Cdx-2 produced in the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line is capable of binding to the FLAT elements from either insulin I or insulin II genes.

**Figure 4** Loss of glu expression in the established Cdx-2-inducible expression RIN-1056A cell lines. (A) Loss of glu mRNA expression. Total RNA from untreated InR1-G9, wild-type RIN-1056A, RIN-Cdx-Pool (Pool), RIN-Cdx-C13 (C13) and RIN-Cdx-C14 (C14) cell lines was used in Northern blotting to examine glu mRNA (Glu) expression. The same membrane was stripped, followed by hybridization with the 18S RNA probe (18S). (B) Loss of glucagon hormone expression examined by RIA. Indicated cell lines were grown in the medium with low (5 mM) or high (11 mM) glucose. Glucagon content in cell lysates was measured by RIA (n=4). (C) Examination of glucagon and insulin expression by immunostaining. Red: glucagon; green: insulin.
Activation of FLAT-TK-LUC fusion genes by Cdx-2 cotransfection

We then constructed the FLAT-TK-LUC fusion genes, in which one copy of either FLAT I or FLAT II was inserted into the TK-LUC. The BHK fibroblasts, which have been utilized previously in our group as the naive cell system in examining the activation of Cdx-2 on glu gene promoter (Jin & Drucker 1996), were cotransfected with Cdx-2 cDNA and the parental TK-LUC, or TK-LUC with a correspondent FLAT element. As shown in Fig. 6, without Cdx-2 cotransfection, basal activities of FLAT I-TK-LUC and FLAT II-TK-LUC are approximately fivefold and threefold higher than that of the parental TK-LUC respectively, indicating that FLAT nucleotide sequences do serve as the enhancer elements in this system. Cotransfecting with Cdx-2 cDNA resulted in another approximately threefold activation.

Activation of Cdx-2 expression by forskolin/IBMX treatment

In conducting another line of research, we noticed the activation of Cdx-2 protein and mRNA expression by the second messenger cAMP (assessed by Western and Northern blotting after treating cells with forskolin/IBMX) in pancreatic and gut proglucagon-producing endocrine cells (Chen et al. 2005). To initiate the assessment of the physiologic relevance of activation of insulin gene expression by overexpressing Cdx-2, we asked whether Cdx-2 expression in the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line could be activated by forskolin/IBMX treatment.

If it could, we asked whether the activation of Cdx-2 expression by forskolin/IBMX would be accompanied by stimulated insulin gene expression. Our pilot experiments indicated that Cdx-2 protein expression could be activated after treatment with 1 µM forskolin and 10 µM IBMX for 6 h (data not shown). Further examinations were then conducted with these concentrations of the chemicals. Figure 7 shows our representative blots and statistical results on three individual experiments. In the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line, both Cdx-2 protein (Fig. 7A) and Cdx-2 mRNA expression (Fig. 7B) could be activated by forskolin/IBMX. Activated Cdx-2 expression was accompanied by approximately twofold activation on insulin mRNA expression (Fig. 7B). Both RIN-Cdx-C13 and RIN-Cdx-C14 did not express endogenous Cdx-2, while their exogenous Cdx-2 expression could not be further stimulated by forskolin treatment (data not shown). We then directly examined the effect of forskolin treatment on insulin mRNA expression in these two cell lines, in the absence of the inducer Pon A. As shown in Fig. 8.
although forskolin/IBMX was still able to stimulate insulin mRNA expression in these two cell lines, the activations were attenuated compared with the wild-type cell line. This indicates that Cdx-2 may serve as a major mediator for cAMP in regulating insulin gene expression.

Discussion

Shortly after the discovery of homeobox genes in 1984, endocrinologists began to explore the role of these ‘master’ control genes in hormone synthesis and the genesis of hormone-producing cells (Ingraham et al. 1988, Karlsson et al. 1990, Dong et al. 1991). One important phenomenon is that HD proteins, like many other ‘tissue-specific’ transcription factors, are never expressed as specifically as their downstream target genes (Graef & Crabtree 1997).

In pancreatic islets, Pdx-1 may regulate the expression of both insulin and somatostatin genes (Leonard et al. 1993, Ohlsson et al. 1993, Miller et al. 1994, Lu et al. 1996), and several other β-cell specific genes (McKinnon & Docherty 2001). Pax6, however, is expressed in three major types of hormone-producing endocrine cells in pancreatic islets, and it could be involved in regulating the expression of insulin, glu and somatostatin genes (Sander et al. 1997, St-Onge et al. 1997, Andersen et al. 1999, Hussain & Habener 1999).

Although the existence of Cdx-2 in mammals was first reported by James and Kazenwadel in 1991, the complete cDNA sequence for mouse Cdx-2 was not available until 1994 (James et al. 1994, Suh et al. 1994). In 1992, however, German et al. obtained a complete caudal gene cDNA, namely, Cdx-3. It was isolated from the hamster insulinoma cell line HIT-T15 cDNA expression library, using the FLAT enhancer element as the probe. Now it is generally accepted that Cdx-3 represents the hamster homolog of mouse Cdx-2. To avoid further confusion in the literature, we began to abandon the use of the terms ‘Cdx-3’ and ‘Cdx-2/3’ (Jin & Li 2001). German et al. found that Cdx-2 is expressed in three pancreatic islet cell lines, including both αTC and βTC. We demonstrated later that Cdx-2 is also expressed in pancreatic and gut glu-producing InR1-G9, GLUTag and STC-1 cell lines (Jin & Drucker 1996). In addition, we confirmed the expression of Cdx-2 mRNA in mouse pancreas by Northern blotting and by RT-PCT (data not shown).

German et al. (1992) reported that Cdx-2 cDNA cotransfection activated a LUC fusion promoter containing five copies of the FLAT element (designated as FLAT I in our study), or the correspondent nucleotide sequence from the rat insulin II gene (designated as FLAT II in our study), or FLAT-related element in human IAPP gene. No further study has been conducted to examine the effect of Cdx-2 on endogenous insulin gene expression. We and two other groups, however, demonstrated that Cdx-2 can bind to the G1 enhancer of the glu promoter, and activate glu promoter and endogenous glu mRNA expression in the pancreatic InR1-G9 cells (Jin & Drucker 1996, Laser et al. 1996, Hussain & Habener 1999). In adults, Cdx-2 is also expressed in differentiated intestinal epithelia of nonendocrine origin, and regulates the expression of nearly a dozen other potential target genes (Uesaka et al. 2004).

We determined to use the ecdysone-inducible gene expression system to examine the implication of Cdx-2 in regulating endogenous insulin gene expression in vitro, because this system is considered less leaky than other available inducible gene expression systems (Patrick et al. 2001, Graham 2002, Uesaka et al. 2004). Indeed, in the
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absence of the inducer, both RIN-Cdx-Pool and two isolated individual clones showed no detectable exogenous Cdx-2 expression. We found that after the induction of Cdx-2 expression, insulin gene expression increases, accompanied by enhanced insulin hormone synthesis. Our study therefore shows for the first time that Cdx-2 may activate endogenous insulin gene expression.

Two observations made us ask whether Cdx-2 directly activates insulin expression by indirect mechanisms. First, although the addition of the inducer generated extremely

Figure 7 Activation of Cdx-2 and insulin gene expression by forskolin/IBMX treatment. (A) Activation of Cdx-2 protein expression by forskolin/IBMX treatment. The wild-type RIN-1056A cells were treated with 1 μM forskolin plus 10 μM IBMX (F/I) for indicated period before harvest to assess the effect on Cdx-2 protein expression by Western blotting (left panel; right panel represents the densitometry results from the left panel). Actin was served as the loading control. V: vehicle; F/I: forskolin plus IBMX. The experiments were independently performed three times. (B) Activation of Cdx-2 and insulin mRNA expression by forskolin/IBMX treatment. The wild-type RIN-1056A cells were treated with 1 μM forskolin plus 10 μM IBMX for indicated period before harvest to assess the effect on Cdx-2 and insulin mRNA expression by Northern blotting (left panel; right panel represents the densitometry results from the left panel). 18S ribosomal RNA (18S) served as the loading control. V: vehicle; F/I: forskolin plus IBMX. The experiments were independently performed three times.

Figure 8 Attenuated activation on insulin mRNA expression by forskolin/IBMX treatment in two novel cell lines of RIN 1056A. RIN-Cdx-C13 (A) and RIN-1056-C14 (B) cells were treated with 1 μM forskolin plus 10 μM IBMX (F/I) for indicated period before harvest to assess insulin mRNA expression by Northern blotting (left panels). 18S ribosome RNA was utilized as the loading control. After the densitometry analyses, activation on insulin mRNA expression by forskolin/IBMX treatment at different time courses was presented as -fold, with the cells receiving no treatment as onefold (right panels). The experiments were independently performed three times.
high amounts of Cdx-2 mRNA and protein expression within 4 and 8 h, both insulin mRNA expression and insulin hormone synthesis were increased by only approximately twofold. Second, induced Cdx-2 expression was also accompanied by enhanced tubulin mRNA expression, and GDPAH expression (data not shown) in these novel cell lines. To initiate the examination of the potential mechanisms involved, we asked two specific questions. First, we asked whether Cdx-2 binds to the insulin promoter FLAT elements. German et al. (1992) found that Cdx-2 produced by an in vitro transcription and translation approach can form one complex with FLAT (designated FLAT I in this study) or R2 (designated FLAT II in this study). We show here that Cdx-2-GST fusion protein forms a major complex (C2) and a minor complex (C1) with either FLAT I or FLAT II. Because the formation of these complexes could be attenuated by unlabeled FLAT I, FLAT II or GC probe, or by anti-Cdx-2 antibody, we believe that Cdx-2 does have the capability to bind to the FLAT element of insulin genes. GST-fusion protein alone, however, is evidently not able to bind to any of the three enhancer-elements (data not shown). The FLAT element contains two AT-rich motifs, namely, FLAT-F and FLAT-E (German et al. 1992). It is possible that both motifs can bind to Cdx-2-GST, and each of the two complexes may represent the binding of Cdx-2 to a given AT-rich motif. A similar observation was made before in studying the binding of Cdx-2-GST to the enhancer element of the mouse Cdx-2 promoter (Xu et al. 1999). We then conducted EMSA, and our data indicated that, although Cdx-2 produced in RIN1056A cells can bind to the FLAT I probe, the binding capability is relatively lower.

The second question we asked is whether Cdx-2 activates a fusion gene promoter containing a FLAT element. German et al. (1992) made LUC fusion gene constructs containing five copies of the FLAT element, and observed substantial activation on these fusion promoters by Cdx-2 cDNA cotransfection. To avoid the possibility that using multiple copies of a cis-element may generate artifacts in reporter gene analysis, we generated the fusion promoters with only one copy of FLAT I or FLAT II. We found that a single copy of FLAT I or FLAT II did serve as the enhancer element in mediating the response to Cdx-2 cDNA cotransfection. These observations suggest that Cdx-2 activates insulin expression by directly binding to the insulin promoter FLAT elements. However, we cannot eliminate the existence of indirect mechanisms, and it will be interesting to examine whether, in intact cells, Cdx-2 binds to the FLAT elements by the chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) approach. It should also be pointed out that multiple cis- and trans-elements are involved in regulating insulin expression (Sander & German 1997, McKinnon & Docherty 2001, Melloul et al. 2002). The β cell-specific transcription factor Pdx-1 can bind to several cis-elements on both insulin I and insulin II promoters, including the FLAT elements (Melloul 2004). It will be interesting to compare the binding affinities of Pdx-1 and Cdx-2 on the two binding motifs on the FLAT elements in vitro, and in intact cells, and to investigate whether and how these two proteins work together to regulate insulin gene expression. Furthermore, a recent report by Ritz-Laser et al. (2003) indicates that ectopic expression of Pdx-1 inhibits glucagon gene expression. The authors suggest that the inhibition is mediated by protein–protein interactions. Whether overexpression of Cdx-2 would help the recruitment of Pdx-1 into the FLAT elements of insulin gene promoters by protein–protein interaction should be investigated.

Another interesting observation is that the novel cell lines generated in this study lose the expression of endogenous Cdx-2 and glu mRNA. The parent RIN-1056A cell line can express genes that encode insulin, proglucagon, somatostatin and the glycoprotein precursor of angiotensin II (Chick et al. 1977, Gazdar et al. 1980, Brasier et al. 1986, Philippe et al. 1987, Tucker et al. 1996). We speculate that loss of Cdx-2 and glu expression indicates that this cell line contains multiple populations, and the plasmid DNA transfection and antibiotics selection procedures eliminated the one that highly expresses glu and Cdx-2. If this is true, we should be able to detect, by immunostaining, the cells in the parental RIN 1056A cell line that express insulin, but not glucagon. We conducted double immunostaining against the wild-type RIN-1056A cell line, and our result was not very supportive. Most, if not all, cells showed the expression of both insulin and glucagon (data not shown). We then examined the expression of glucagon hormone by RIA. It is clear that the two selected clones did not express glucagon hormone, while the parental RIN–1056A cell line did. Although our immunostaining results in Fig. 4C also showed substantially reduced glucagon hormone expression in two selected clones, some residual glucagon staining was still observable. It is true that the inducible gene expression system in this study is not leaky. However, the introduction of this system into the RIN-1056A cell line may affect the expression Cdx-2 and glu by a yet unknown mechanism. Further studies are needed to answer this intriguing question.

After studying the change of gene expression profiles in these novel inducible Cdx-2 expression RIN-1056A cell lines, we were able to contribute some further discussion and speculation on the role of Cdx-2 in regulating glu and insulin gene expression.

Is Cdx-2 expression essential for glu expression in pancreatic β cells? In addition to observations made previously (Jin & Drucker 1996, Laser et al. 1996, Jin et al. 1997, Hussain & Habener 1999), supportive evidence from this study is that the novel cell lines lose the expression of endogenous Cdx-2, accompanied by loss of glu expression. On the other hand, in these novel cell lines, induced overexpression of Cdx-2 cannot provoke
glu mRNA expression. One may suggest that the novel cell lines may represent the cell lineage that completely lost the capability to re-express the glu gene. Temporal and spatial expression of HD proteins affecting the commitment of cell lineage in pancreatic islets has been documented. For example, Hussain et al. (2002) reported that ectopic misexpression of the POU HD protein Brn-4 by Pdx-1 promoter in transgenic mice resulted in ectopic expression of the glu gene in insulin-expressing pancreatic β cells, while misexpressing Brn-4 by rat insulin II promoter did not.

Obviously, Cdx-2 is not an essential factor in basal insulin gene expression. In the absence of the inducer, the novel cell lines we obtained did not express an appreciable amount of endogenous Cdx-2, while their insulin mRNA expression and hormone synthesis were comparable with that of the parental RIN-1056A cell line (Fig. 2). We can conclude that, after the induction of Cdx-2 expression, an approximately twofold activation of insulin gene expression and insulin hormone synthesis was observed. Is this activation physiologically important? We demonstrate here that Cdx-2 expression can be activated by forskolin/IBMX treatment, and activated Cdx-2 expression is accompanied by moderately enhanced insulin gene expression. The intracellular levels of the second messenger cAMP in the β cells may perpetuate in response to physiologic and developmental signals. One may speculate that Cdx-2 may serve as a mediator for cAMP in regulating hormone synthesis and the differentiation and maturation of hormone-producing cells. Therefore, although β cells may not need to express high amounts of Cdx-2 for its basal level insulin gene expression, Cdx-2 could still play an important role in regulating insulin gene expression temporally and spatially.
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